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ON THE CHEAPEST FORM OF LIGHT.

From Studies at the Allegheny Observatory.*

BY

S. p. LANGLEY AND F. W. VERY.

The object of this memoir is to show by the study of the radiation of

the fire-fly that it is possible to produce light without heat other than

tliat in the light itself; that this is actually effected now by nature's

l)rocesses, and that these are cheaper than our industrial ones in a degree

hitherto unrealized. By " cheapest " is here meant the most economical

in energy, which for our ])urpose is nearly synonymous with heat; but

as a given amount of heat is producible by a known expenditure of fuel

at a known cost, the word " cheapest '' may also here be taken with little

error in its ordinary economic a})plication.

We recall that in all industrial methods -of producing light there is

involved an enormous waste, greatest in sources of low temperature, like

the candle, lamp, or even gas illumination, where, as I have alread}^

shown, it ordinarily exceeds 99 parts in the 100; and least in sources of

liigh temperature, like the incandescent light alid electric arc, where yet

it is still immense and amounts even under the most favorable condi-

tions to very much the larger part.

It has elsewhere t been stated that for a given expense at least one

hundred times the light should in theory be obtainable which we actually

get by the present most widel}^ used methods of illumination. This, it

will be observed; is given as a minimum value, and it is the object of the

jiresent research to demonstrate that not only this possible increase, but

one still greater, is actually obtained now in certain natural jjrocesses,

which we know of nothing to prevent our successfully imitating.

It is now universally admitted that wherever there is light there has

been ex})enditure of heat in the production of radiation existing in and
as the luminosity itself, since both are but forms of the same energy

;

but this visible radiant heat which is inevitably necessary is not to be

* Reprinted, with additional note, from the American Journal of Science, third

series, vol. xl, No. 236, August, 1890.

fSee results of an investigation by S. P. Langle}', read before the National

Academy in 1883, and given in " Science" for June 1, 1883, where it is shown that

in the ordinary Argand burner gas flame indefinitely over 99 per cent of the radiant

energy is (for illumination purposes) waste.

(••5)



4 THE CHEAPEST FORM OF LIGHT.

considered as waste. The waste comes from the present necessity of ex-

pending a great deal of heat in invisilde forms before reaching even the

slightest visible result, while each increase of the light represents not

only the small amount of heat directly concerned in the making of the

light itself, but a new indirect expenditure in the production of invisible

calorific rays. Our eyes recognize heat mainly as it is conveyed in cer-

tain rapid ethereal vibrations associated with high tem[)eratures, while

we have no usual way of reaching these high temperatures without pass-

ing through the intermediate low ones, so that if the vocal production of

a short atmospheric vibration were subject to analogous conditions, a

high note could never be produced until we had i>assed through the

whole gamut, from dicontinuous sounds below the lowest bass up suc-

cessively through ever}'' lower note of the scale till the desired alto was

attained.

Tiiere are certain phenomena, long investigated, yet little understood,

and grouped under the general name of " phosphorescent " which form

an apparent exception to this rule, especially where nature employs them
in the living organism, for it seems very difficult to believe that the light

of a fire-fly, for instance, is accompanied by a temperature of 2,000°, or

more, Fahr., which is what we should have to produce to gain it by our

usual processes. That it is, however, not necessarily impossible, we may
infer from the fact that we can by a known physical process produce a

still more brilliant light without sensible heat, where we are yet sure

that the temperature exceeds this. No sensible heat accompanies the

fire-fly's light, any more than need accom})any that of the Geissler tube,

but this might be the case in either instance, even though heat were

there, owing to its minute quantity, which seems to defy direct inves-

tigation. It is usually assumed, with apparent reason, that the insect's

light is produced without the invisible heat that accompanies our or-

dinary processes, and this view is strengthened by study of the fire-fly's

spectrum, which has been frequently observed to diminish more rapidly

toward the red than that of ordinary flames.

Nevertheless, this, though a highly probable and reasonable assump-

tion, remains assumption rather than proof, until we can measure with

a sufficienth' delicate apparatus the heat which accompanies the light

and learn not only its quantity, but, what is more important, its quality.

Apart from the scientific interest of such a demonstration is its economic

value, which may be inferred from what has already been said. I have

therefore thought it desirable to make the light of tiie fire-fly the subject

of a new research, in which it is endeavored to make the bolometer sup-

plement the very incomplete evidence obtainable from the visible spec-

trum.

As we may learn from elementary treatises, phenomena of phosphor-

escence are common to insects, fishes, moUusks, vegetables, and organic

and mineral matter. Among luminous insects the fire-fly of our fields
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is a familiar example, tliougli other of the species attain greater size, and

]ierhaps greater intrinsic brilliancy, especially the Fyrojihorus noctihicus

I.inn., found in Cuba and elsewhere. Its length is about 87""", width

1 1""", and it has, like I\yrophori, three light reservoirs—two in the thorax

and one in the abdomen. To ]»rocure this Cuban fire-fly I invoked the

aid of the Smithsonian Institution, and through the kindness of Professor

Felipe Poey, of Havana, and Sefior Albert Bonzon, of Santiago de Culja

in the Island of Cuba, living specimens of the Pyrojihorus noctilucus were

received here during the summer of 1889. I have also to acknowledge

m}^ obligations to Professor C. V. Riley and to Professor L. A. Howard,

to whose knowledge and kind care I am doubly indebted.

After a preliminary spectral examination in Washington, I found it

more convenient to continue the research at the Allegheny Observatory

1)}' means of the very special apparatus supplied by the liberality of the

late William Thaw, of Pittsburgh, for researches in the lunar heat-

spectrum.* Photometric measurements throughout tlie spectrum of the

insect's light were also made.

I have indicated the steps of the investigation, but the exiieriments

have been so largely and so intelligently made by Mr. F. W. Very that

it is just to consider him as an associate rather than an assistant in the

researches. I shall according!}' in what follows not discriminate between

what each has contributed.

Historical Notes.

We make no attempt to give any bibliography of the subject, and these

notes are confined to what seems important in the history of the i)h3'sical

side of it.

Kathnniel Hulme.j—Exper. 6. A dead shining glow-worm was put

upon water, contained in a wide-mounted phial, at the temperature of 58.

The phial was then sunk in boiling hot water, and as the heat communi-

cated itself to the contents of the phial, tiie light of the glow-worm became

much more vivid.

Exper. 7. Another lucid dead glow-worm was put into warm water,

at 114, to see if that degree of heat would extinguish the light, but, on

tlie contrar}', its glowing projiert}' Avas augmented. All the water was

then poured off", 3'et tlie insect continued to shine for some length of

time.

Exper. 8. Two living glow-worms were put into a one-ounce phial,

with a glass stopi)le, and though they were perfect!}' dark at the time,

yet if tlie phial was briskly rubbed with a silken or linen handkerchief

till it became pretty warm, it seldom failed to make them display their

* Described in the Memoirs of the National Academj', vol. iv, part ii, p. 112.

tPhilos. Trans. Roy. Soc, London, vol. xc, pp. 180, 181, 1800.
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light veiy finel^^ This experiment was very frequently repeated. It

had the same illuminating effect upon the light of a dead glow-worm.

Exper. 9. The complete influence of 212 degrees of heat was now
applied to the light of a glow-worm, by pouring upon one when dead,

but in a luminous state, some boiling water. Its light was instantly ex-

tinguished thereby and did not revive. The experiment was repeated

and with the same result.

Macaire^^ (quoted by Becquerel) found that tlie luminous matter taken

from the body of a glow-worm and heated, increased in brilliancy up to

a temperature of about 41° C, after which the light diminished, became

reddish, and ceased at 52° C. An electric current increased the lumi-

nosity in both the living insect and in the luminous part separated from

the remainder of the body, but ceased to have any effect in a vacuum.

Oxygen and carbon monoxide increased the light of the living insect and

of the luminous matter tal^en from its body, but the light ceased in a

vacuum, in hydrogen, in carbon dioxide, in suli)hurous anhydride, and

in sulphureted hydrogen.

Carus\ observed that the luminous matter taken from the body of the

glow-worm ceases to shine when dried, but glows again when moistened-

MaiteucciX found that the phosphorescent substance of the Italian

glow-worm (Lmnpyris Italica) soon ceased to glow in hydrogen or in

carbon dioxide, but shone decidedly brighter in oxygen than in air, the

oxygen being consumed and carbon dioxide appearing. He drew the

conclusion that the production of light in this insect is entirely due to

the combination of ox3''gen with carbon, which is one of the elements

of the phosphorescent matter. The greatest brilliancy occurred at a tem-

perature of 37° or 38° Cent., but all phosphorescence ceased above 50°

or below — 6° Cent.

Robert § found that a glow-worm cut in halves continued to glow for

half an hour, when the light ceased, but commenced again on the near

approach of a candle, and continued as bright as ever for thirty-six

hours, after which it was impossible to renew it.

Pastetir || has examined the specti'a of our Pyrophorus without finding

any appearance of bright or dark lines. He states that M. Gernez has

made a similar observation on the spectrum of the glow-worm.

Becquerel^ gives a good summary of the results of ])revious observers.

Since phosphorescent solids give banded spectra and thus differ from

ignited solids and liquids which have continuous spectra, M. Becquerel

* " Bibliotheque Univ. de Geneve," 1821.

t "Analecten zer Natur- und Heilkunde," Leipzig, 1829 ; see also Comtes Reiidus,

lix, p. 607, 1864.

X "Ann. de chim. et de phys.," Ill, ix, p. 71, 1843 ; also in C. R., xvii, p. 309.

?C. R., xvii, p. 627, 1843.

11 C. R., lix, p. 509, 1864.

i"Lalumiere," 1867.
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concludes, from tlie apparent continuity of the spectrum of the light

from phosphorescent animals, that their light approaches nearer to that

of ordinary incandescence—a deduction which the following result

renders unnecessary.

C. A. Yoim;-^ states that the "common" fire-fly gives a continuous

spectrum, extending from a little above Fraunhofer's line Cin the scarlet,

to about F in the blue, gradually fading out at the extremities. He
observes that it is noticeable that ))recisely this portion of the spectrum

is composed of rays, which, while they more powerfully than any others

affect the organs of vision, produce hardly any thermal or actinic effect.

In other words, very little of the energy expended in the flash of the

fire-fl}'' is wasted.

(This is a most important and interesting inference, l)ut it will be ob-

served that this is necessarily rather assumed as highly probable than

actually demonstrated, since the method did not permit the dealing

with the invisible rays except by inference.)

It is quite different with our artificial methods of illumination. In

the case of an ordinary gas light, experiments show that at most, one

per cent of the -radiant energy consists of visible yhys, the rest being in-

visible heat ; that is to say, over ninety-nine pev cent of the gas is wasted

in producing ravs that do not help in making objects visible, f

Seechi'l at first thought that the si)ectrum of the glow-worm was

monochromatic, but with an improved spectroscope, recognized that

other colors were present, though feebly, and decided that the spectrum

was sensibly continuous.

Quatr(]fnges,% in connection with the paper of Secchi, remarks that the

previous observations of Spallanzani and Macaire, repeated with much
care by ^latteucci and Becquerel, show be3^ond doubt that the light of

glow-worms and elaters is due to slow combustion. Thus the light is

extinguished in a vacuum, and in irrespirable gases, it reapi^ears in con-

tact with the air, it is perceptibly increased by the presence of pure

oxygen, it persists after the death of the creature, and finally it is ac-

companied by the generation of carbon dioxide. Nevertheless, he points

out that there is a distinct kind of phosphorescence in the marine Noc-

tilucidffi, due to the contraction of muscular fiber, the shining tissue-

being seen through the translucent body wall. This species of phos-

phorescence is increased by irritants, but is independent of the presence

of oxj'gen and is not extinguished or in any way modified by hy<lrogen

or by carbon dioxide.

*The Amerioan Natl^ralist., Salem, 1870, vol. iii, p. 615.

fS. P. Langley has shown that the waste is in fact even greater than this ; see

"Science," vol. i, No. 17, p. 482, 1883.

tC. R., Ixxv, p. 321, 1872.

?C. R., Ixxv, p. 322, 1872.
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Rohin and Lahoulbene'^ find the luminous organs of P. noctilucus com-

posed of irregularly pol^iiedral cells, 0-04'"" to O-Oe"""" thick, between

which pass very numerous fine trachese and nerves. The inner face of

the organ is composed of adipose tissue, and the outer of a transparent

modification of the ordinary chitinous covering of the insect. The

autliors conclude that the light is due to chemical decomposition of a

nitrogenous body with formation of cr3^stalline urates.

Jousset de Bellesme f finds that although the phosphorescent cells, when

separated from the body of the insect, continue to glow for several hours,

yet if crushed the}^ instantly lose their illuminating power, which indi-

cates that for the production of the light the living cells must retain

their integrit}^ and that they are not mere reservoirs of a phosphorescent

substance, but continuous generators of it. He surmises that the light-

giving substance may be phosphureted hydrogen.

MeldolaX is quoted by Si)iller§ as having examined the glow-worm

spectrum and determined its approximate limits.

Conroy
\\

finds the glow-worm's light green, and in a small direct

vision spectroscope showing a continuous spectrum from C to 6, appear-

ing like a broad band of green light extending from O'^'olS to O'^oST

with a faint continuous spectrum into the red to 0'^'656.

R. Du Bois.^—Perhaps the most important of previous memoirs on

phosphorescent insects is by this writer. It contains an account of

photometric measures in wave-length scale, and also of heat measures

with the thermopile. The latter represent the only attempt even, in

this direction, I know of, and seem to be judiciously made but to be

insufficient (on account of the limitations of such apparatus) to estab-

lish the author's conclusion that the light is accompanied by no sensi-

ble heat. This conclusion, we repeat, though very probably correct,

does not seem to rest on the evidence of an apparatus of at all the neces-

sary sensitiveness. This memoir, however, appears to be in general an

excellent one, and well worthy the student's attention.

From all these statements it is abundantly clear that not only physicists

and chemists, but naturalists, have been led to conclude that this light

is not associated indissolubly with any so-called vital principle or vital

process, but it is a result of certain chemical combinations, and that

nothing forbids us to suppose it may be one day produced by some i)ro-

cess of the laboratory or manufactory. With this conclusion in mind,

we now proceed to observations meant to demonstrate the fact that this

*C. R.,lxxvii, p. 511, 1873.

tC. R., xc, p. 318, 1880.

X
" Proc. Entomological Soc," p. iii, 1880.

I "Nature," vol. xxvi, p. 343.

II
"Nature," vol. xxvi, p. 319, 1882.

1[ " Bulletin de la Societe Zoologique de France," parts 1, 2, and 3, 1886.
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process (presumably discoverable ])ut still unknown) gives light without

invisible heat.

These observations are : 1. Photometric. 2. lliermal.

Part 1.

—

Photomktrio Observations.

The first impression on viewing the light of the Pi/roj^horus noctUucus

through a spectroscope is that it consists essentially of a broad band in

the green and yellow, while with })recaution we see this extending into

and beyond the borders of the blue and orange, ])ut not very greatl}^

farther, and these have been taken by previous observers as its absolute

limits. No one appears to have experimentally and distinctl}' answered

the question, " Would the light not extend farther were it bright enough

to be seen ? " nor has it been proven as clearly as might be desired that

the result depends on the quality rather than the quantity of the light,

or given conclusive evidence, that if the light of the insect were as bright

as that of the sun it would not extend equally far on either side of the

spectrum.

Tt is impossible to increase the intrinsic brillianc}^ by any optical

device, but if it be impossible to make the light of the insect as bright

as that of the sun, it is on the t)ther hand quite possible to make the

light of the sun no brighter than that of the insect, and this would ap-

pear to 1)6 the first step in obtaining a definite proof that the apparently

narrow limits of the insect's spectrum are due to the intrinsic quality of

the light and not to its feeble intensity. The only conclusive method

of determining this would appear to be to balance the light from the

insect with that of a definite portion of sunlight by any ordinary'' photo-

metric device ; and having taken this sunlight as nearly equal as possible

to that of the insect, though certainly not greater, to let this determined

quantit}^ fall on the slit of a spectroscope at the same time with the light

from the insect, two spectra being formed one over the other in the same

field and at the same time.

The actual doing this is not so easy as it might appear, owing to ex-

]ierimental difficulties connected with the insect, a part of Avhich arises

from the fact that its light is not only fitful but unequal, being of very

varying intensities when not wholl}^ intermittent.

The simplest way in which the experiment can be performed is per-

ha})s the following:

The insect is placed immediately in front of the slit of a spectroscope,

so that the light of its thoracic or abdominal ])ortion falls upon the slit.

This forms a narrow spectrum which should be brought into the lower

or ujiper half of the field, the insect })eing attached to the s})ectroscoi)ic

a])])aratus in a position as nearly fixed as possible. The Spectroscoi)e

is now placed with the axis of its collimator in the line of a ray of sun-

light cast from a heliostat without. In the path of this ray is a screen
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with a circular diaphragm covered with ground glass; a lens in front of •

the slit casts on one portion of it an image of the white circle formed by
the ground glass, which image is the same size as the illuminating organ

of the insect and forms a spectrum of the same height in the reserved

portion of the field. A suitable disposition of lenses ])laced between the

glass screen and the siderostat enables any degree of illumination to be

given to the former, from full sunligbt to nearly absolute darkness. If

the normal spectrum be studied, a grating is selected of such open ruling

that the entire visible spectrum of the first order can be seen in the field,

but the grating is first so placed that what is seen is not the spectra but

the reflected image of the slit, the grating thus acting (at first) the part

of a mirror; so that the observer first sees the two circles of light of ap-

proximately equal size and brilliancy, one formed by the insect, the

other by the sunlight, and the light of this latter, by the arrangement

of lenses between the screen and the siderostat is then adjusted so that

while remaining of the size of the insect, it is judged to have the same
intrinsic brilliancy, or, at any rate, not a superior one.

The essential thing is that a photometric comparison shall be made
of the two lights before the spectra are formed, and that under these

conditions the sunlight is equal but not superior to that of the insect.

The necessary condition of equality of the two lights from which the

spectra are to be formed, having thus been secured, the grating is moved
until the two spectra are brought into the field. The result of this

direct test is that the solar spectrum when intrinsically of the same
brightness, or even when clearly of less brightness than that of the in-

sect, extends somewhat further toward the red and distinctly further

toward the violet, the insect light being more intense than that of the

sun for equal lights, in the green, but ending more abruptly on the

violet side.

It may be added that when the insect's light grew brighter the incre-

ment appeared to be more in the blue end or as if the average wave-

length diminished with the intensity, but there was not opportunity to

put this beyond doubt.

Photometric observations in the prismatic spectrum were made pre-

viously to the adoption of the arrangement above detailed, the first

being on July 1, 1889, using thoracic light. The insect was mounted on

an adjustable stand, to which it was attached loosel}'', so as to give it

such freedom of motion as is needed to insure its emitting the light.

It was consequently necessary to readjust its position incessantly, and

this necessit}^ constitutes a very obvious difficulty. The thoracic light

spots are two ovals, each about 2""" by 1"5""" (see plate I, Fig. 1).

Their light is not so bright as the abdominal light, but much steadier?

and like that, of a decidedly greenish hue. One of these oval spots was

placed over the center of a slit, open just enough to receive the light, or

about 1*5™". This slit was in the focus of a glass lens of 8°" aperture
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and 82"" focus, which acted as a collimator. The prism was a very-

large one of flint (faces 11*5"" high, 10"5™ wide), whose mounting in-

cluded an automatic minimum deviation attachment. The observing

lens was similar to tlie collimator, with a low-power eye-piece in whose
field was a pair of heavy vertical parallel wires. The whole was mounted
on the si)ectrometer, primarily designed for bolometric measures and
fully described elsewhere.* The insect turned so as to show the abdom-
inal light is depicted in plate I, Fig. 2.

The observer waited for some time in a wholly darkened room, and
to the eye thus rendered sensitive, the visible spectrum, before magnifi-

cation, was about 2°"" high and 20""° long, the parallel wires being dis-

tinctly visible in the indigo at a setting of 45° 25', corresponding to a

Avavedength of 0^-468, and in the red at 43° 53', corresponding to 0'^-640.

The spectrum then was visible from a little beyond F to near C, or

through a range of 0'^T72. As might have been anticipated from the

greenish color of the light, the maximum brilliancy was in the green

near E, or near wave-length O'*o3.t From this point the light fell away
on both sides more rapidly than in the solar spectrum. (See plate

II, A, B.)

July 2. A comparison of the spectra of the thoracic and of the ab-

dominal light gave the latter upon the average about double the

intrinsic brightness of the former. This was only a crude estimate, but

more exact methods under the limited time for experiment would have
been useless, owing to the very fluctuating character of the light. In

continuation of the photometric measurements of the preceding day on
the thoracic light, this was compared with tliat from the flame of an
ordinary Bunsen burner at its greatest luminosity, whose area was
limited by a diaphragm to that of the size of the thoracic light. The
light from the base of this luminous flame (height of flame about o'o"'",

air shut off at base of burner) gave a continuous spectrum, which in

these first comparisons was alternated with that of the insect. The
spectra were judged to be equal in the blue and the red, but that of the

insect was much brighter in the green. Again, a spectrum being formed

from light taken midway between the base and point of the flame was
found to be everywhere too bright, but especially so in the red.

July 3. Continuation of photometric measures, but with abdominal
light. (The abdominal luminous organ is shown in plate I, Fig. 2.)

^'ires seen in indigo 45°
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Under these circumstances the spectrum of the insect's light was in the

green a fair match for that of the burner ; elsewhere the latter was

brighter, but not very greatly so. Since the insect's spectrum was fol-

lowed through O'^IS with the thoracic light, while with that of the same

character, but double the brightness, it was followed only through a verj'

little more, or 0'^-20, and while at tlie same time that of a but slightly

brighter artificial flame was followed through nearl}'' double or 0'^-38, it

seems probable that the insect's light actually ceases near the given

limits, and does not merely disappear from the inability of the eye to

follow a diminishing light. While we observe from these first ])hoto-

metric measures that the insect's spectrum has undoubtedly a decided

maximum in the green, we are led to infer that this spectrum is ver}'

probably" of the nature of a broad band sti'etching from beyond F to

near C where it terminates, and this very important inference we shall see

confirmed later by other and more exact measures.

August 5. Comparison of relative brightness in different parts of

spectrum of abdominal light with that from a student's lamp.

A spectrometer supplied with means* for bringing into the same field

the spectra of two different lights, formed by a Rutherfurd grating of

17296 lines to the inch (instead of the prism) was employed for this

purpose. The upper half of the slit received the insect's light, the

lower half a beam from the brightest part of the Argand flame, which

had passed through two Nicol's prisms, one of which was attached to a

divided circle. The two spectra were then seen in the same field with

their edges in exact juxtaposition. In the field of the observing tele-

scope was a slit 1"" wide, subtending not quite 9-5 (minutes of arc),

which allowed light having a range of wave-length of about 0'*01 to pass.

The spectrum of the lamp-light was brighter in every part of the field

though in unequal degrees till it was diminished by turning the Nicol's

prism. The angle through which the prism was turned to produce

equality having been noted, the values deduced from the ordinary for-

mula (transmitted light = I cos^ a, the angle a being 90° when the light

is diminished as much as possible by crossing the planes of the Nicols

at right angles) are as follows, where the fractions are those by which

the brightness of the lamp spectrum at the various points is to be multi-

plied to produce equality with the insect spectrum.

Part of spectrum cor-
responding to cen-
ter of slit at focus of
observing telescope.
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Owing to the motion of the insect and the varying brillianc}' of the

light emitted, these figures (each of which is the result of the mean of

several trials including at least two measures) still leave much to be

desired. The supply of the insects which had been procured and main-

tained alive with difficulty, however, did not allow of the experiments

being further prolonged, nor of the securing a direct comparison with

the solar spectrum. The value of each part of the lamp spectrum hav-

ing, however, been independently determined with all possible exactness

in terms of the solar spectrum, we are enabled to exhibit a comparison of

the latter with the insect spectrum so as to show them together (plate 11,

Figs. A and B). It is assumed that the same amount of luminous in-

tensity (i. e., energy in terms of vision as determined l)y purely pho-

tometric methods) is taken, whether from the sun or the insect. The
subjoined curves (i)late II) sliow the solar and the insect luminosity

throughout the visible spectrum on the preceding assum})tion of the in-

trinsic equality, a result whicli, however, might be liable to a slight cor-

rection of the relative places of the maxima if a direct comparison with

sunlight were obtained. The imi)ortant fact, however, seems to be
brought out almost beyond question that when spectra are formed from

two equal lights, one from tliesun, the other from the insect, the latter's

spectrum terminates both at an upper and a lower limit at which the

solar light is still conspicuous. The conclusion follows that the insect

spectrum is lacking in the rays of red luminosity and ])resumably in

the infra-red rays, usually of relatively great heat, or that it seems prob-

al)le that we have here light without heat, other than that heat whicli the

luminosity itself comprises and which is but another name for the same
energy.

An}^ other sui)position would apparently involve the h3'-pothesis that

the spectrum, which we have seen end at the red, has a renewal in the

invisible infra-red where the main portion of the solar heat and that of

all ordinary illuminants is known to exist. Although this last hypoth-
esis cannot be considered to have much w,eight, and though we are led

to agree with previous observers that it may be assumed with mucli
probability that the ordinary invisible heat would, if we had means to

observe it, be found unassociated with the fire-fly's light, yet this

assumption is itself far from being proof, and in view of the great im-
portance of the conclusions in question^ we shall now tr}'- whether it be

possible to settle the jjoint by thermal measures with the bolometer.

Part 2.

—

Thermal Observations.

To give an idea of the amount of heat at our disposition for experi-

ment, and of the actual minuteness of the radiation which proceeds from
even the most luminous tropical insect, we may say that if that rate of radi-

ation from a lamp-black surface 1 square cm. in area, which represents
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the amount of heat necessaiy to raise 1 gram of water, 1° Centigrade, in

1 minute (i. e., one small calorie) be taken as unity, then the luminous

radiation of the fire-fly's heat, per square cm. of exposed luminous sur-

face, as Ave have found, is about 0'0004 calorie in lO'"", and the total

luminous radiation from the most powerfully illuminating light spot of

the insect (the abdominal one) will not exceed O'OOOO? calorie in the

same time. But a small portion of this could fall upon the bolometer,

and that which actually reached it during the time (10'^'') required for

each observation, was sufficient only to affect an ordinary mercurial

thermometer having a bulb 1"'" in diameter by rather less than O°'0O00O23,

or by less than tWoto of o^^® degree centigrade.

We have just mentioned that the total amount of heat radiation upon

which we have to make our investigation represents less than yo oVo

u

calorie, while that portion of this which falls upon the apparatus would,

in the time of one operation, only raise the temperature of an ordinar}"

mercurial thermometer by less than 475-TrooT tlegree, and we have first to

notice the difficulty that in case invisible heat exists in company with

the light (and it certainl}' does exist in ordinary emanations from the

surface of any living creature independent of phosphorescence) we have,

in this minute radiation, heat of two different kinds, both invisible and

which it is j'et indispensable for us to discriminate.

We are helped to do this by the consideration that while the insect,

like any non-luminous one, must emit " animal heat " from all its sur-

face, its general surface temperature is certainl}' low, since it feels cold

to the hand whose greater warmth excites it to shine. This heat then

corresponds to a temperature much below 50° Cent., and such temper-

atures must, as we have shown in other memoirs, be accompanied by the

emission of waves whose length relegates them to quite another spectral

region to that in which the invisible heat associated with light mainly

appears. We can then discriminate the rays of this invisible " animal "

heat without the formation of a heat spectrum by their inabilit}' to pass

through a glass which transmits with comparative freedom radiant heat

whose wave-length is less than 3'^, the latter including the region where,

if there be invisible heat radiated with the light, it must mainly lie.

The heat in the spectral region of the infra-red we are considering, we

know in advance must be, if it bear any sort of relation to the light,

almost immeasurably small, and in fact it defied at first all attempts to

obtain not merely a quantitative measurement, but even any certain

experimental evidence of its existence. At last, upon July 24, with the

arrival of a new stock of over two dozen insects and with the aid of ex-

perience derived from previous failures, these heat measures were re-

sumed. For the first described, the thoracic light is taken.

The insect was placed 125™ from the mirror of 25'4'='° aperture and
73'4'"° focus, so that its image was formed at 178°" and enlarged about

1.42 diameters, when a small portion of it filled an aperture equal to the
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bolometer emplo3'ecl, which was selected from the most sensitive of those

used in previous researches in lunar heat and had an aperture of 19"i™™.

By the preceding arrangement of the mirror an image of one of the tho-

racic bright spots, with enough of the surrounding bod)^ to rej)resent an

area of about 13"' """, was enlarged to nearly the surface of the bolometer.

ICmploying all the precautions taught by a multiplied experience, we

obtained by a series of exposures of the bolometer to the insect radiation

a series of small but real galvanometer deflections which represent the

excess of total heat radiations from the insect over those from a metal

plate of a temperature of about 25° C, forming the background. These

heat radiations come jointly from the luminous spot (area 3 to 4^'i """)

and about 9''' '"'° of the surrounding liody. To determine their characters

we interposed a sheet of glass * which cut off all the observed heat. The

heat from the luminous spectrum and from a spectral region below it

extending to about 3'^ (30,000 tenth meters) was known to be capable

of jnissing through this glass. The evidence then is that there is no heat

in the spectrum below this feeble radiation from the luminous thoracic

region, sufficient to be cai)able of affecting the apparatus, though this

was so sensitive as to promptly respond to the feeble bod}' radiation

from the somewhat larger section of the luminous and non-luminous

surface.

Continuation on Abdominal Heat.

The insect's light then is unaccompanied (in the specimen subject to

this experiment) by any measurable heat, but to make it still more evi-

dent that this is due to the absence of heat below the red (bod}' heat not

being in question) we now proceed to take an artificial flame, occupying

the same area as the radiating luminous part of the insect, and to see

Avhether heat is observed in it. If the flame be no brighter than the

insect, and the heat be nevertheless observed in it when in the insect

heat is lacking, it is obvious that in the latter case none is observed be-

cause (sensibly) none is emitted, and this conclusion is reached a fortiori

when the flame light is less than that of the insect.

July 27. Through a circular aperture 2'5""" in diameter there was
passed alternately tlie total radiant heat, and that transmitted by glass

from a nearly non-luminous Bunsen flame, whose luminosity was very

much fainter than that from the insects. On this day there seemed to be

an exceedingly minute deflection averaging i of one division of the

galvanometer scale from the total radiation of an equal portion of the

abdominal light spot of the insect, while from the flame there was a

mean deflection of 177'5 divisions, showing that the total heat radiation

from an equal area of a less luminous flame was many hundred times

that from the luminous area of the insect.

* Described in the Memoh- " On the Temi)erature of the Surface of the Moon,"
Mem. Nat. Acad, of Sciences, vol. iii, as '' B."
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Glass beins; interposed, the heat due to this flame radiation fell to

14"5 divisions, or about 8 per cent of the original radiation, showing

that of the quality of Bunsen fiame heat immediatel}'' in question (that

above 3'^ transmissible by glass) there was still something like 60 times

that of the combined body and luminous radiation of the insect in the

far less luminous flame. Subsequently, by the use of a lens giving

greater concentration, measurable indications of insect radiation above

3*^, and therefore distinct from any possible body heat, were obtained

through glass, showing the flame radiation of this quality from an equal

area of the same intrinsic brilliancy

—

i. e., invisible heat and of long

wave-length, but shorter than 3*^—to be about 400 times that of the insect.

These experiments were repeated with different luminous flames and

with different insects on succeeding daj^s. In some of them especially

luminous insect specimens were secured, which, with favorable condi-

tions of the galvanometer, gave very measurable deflections on the latter.

By a similar use of the glass to that described, it appeared that flames

whose intrinsic brilliancy is nearly comparable to that of a point below

the middle of the candle flame, and whose total brilliancy is as exactly

as possible comparable to that of the insect, give several hundred times

the heat of the latter, even if we consider only that quality of heat which

is found above S**, while if we compare the total radiations (/. c, those

directly observed without the use of the glass) the contrast is still stronger.

It follows that the insect light is accompanied by approximately one-

four-hundredth part of the heat which is ordinarily associated with the

radiation of flames of the luminous quality of those which were the sub-

ject of experiment. This value is confirmed by other methods which

we do not give here. It will conduce to a clearer comprehension of this

if we exhibit in a series of curves derived from our observations the

spectral distribution of one unit of energy in the gas-flame spectrum

(plate III, Fig. 1) ; of the electric arc spectrum (plate III, Fig. 2) ; of the

sun (plate V, Fig. 3), and of the insect (plate III, Fig. 4). In all these

the abscissae are the same, the portion between 0'^-4 and O'^-T (violet to

red) showing the part of the energy utilized in light, while that from

O*^-? to 3'^ shows the part Avasted as invisible heat. The energy in each

case being the same, the areas are the same, except that owing to the

relative imi)ortance of the light heat curve (Fig. 4) only about 2V of the

latter can be shown in the limits of the plate.

The curves in plate II deal with luminous intensity only, and give no

means of drawing those economic conclusions which appear to follow

from our experiments and which the curves in plate III supply. These

curves (plate III) all exhibit the spectrum on the normal scale, from that

easily visible, l3''ing between 0'^-4 in the violet and 0'^-7 in the red, then

to 3'* near the limit of the glass transmission. In the case of the first

three, representing spectra of the gas flame, the electric arc, and the sun,

nearly all the energy lies above 3'^. In that of the gas flame a consider-
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able portion lies below '>(and still more in tbat of the candle flame, if

that were shown where most of the energy would lie below <> or outside

the limits of the drawing). The curves, then, we repeat, represent equal

amounts of energy (which without sensible error we may assume to be

all exhibited as heat) and inclose equal areas.

The total area represents in each case the expenditure of a unit of

cost in thermal energy, the area betAveen 0'^-4 and 0''-7 the proportion of

this utilized as liyht^ though, as we have just stated, in the case of Fig. 4,

the representative of the fire-fly spectrum, only a fraction of this can be

shown (owing to the limits of the drawing).

Resuming, then, what we have said, we repeat that nature produces

this chea])est light at about one-four-hundredth part of the cost of the

energy which is ex})ended in the candle flame, and at but an insignifi-

cant fraction of the cost of the electric light or the most economic light

which has yet been devised, and that, finally, there seems to be no reason

why we are forbidden to hope that we may yet discover a method (since

such a one certainly exists and is in use on the small scale) of obtaining

an enormously greater result than we now do from our present ordinary

means for producing light.

Appendix.

Determination in Calories of the Heat in the Luminous (Abdominal) Radia-

tion of Pi/rophorus noctilucus.

The determination is reached by two steps : (1) The calibration of the

galvanometer, so as to give the value of its division in calories, and (2)

the inference from the observed deflection in divisions of the total of

calories radiated.

1. The bolometer, whose face occupied O'lO sq. cm. (a), gave a deflection

of 342 divisions (/>) at a distance of 25 cm. (r) from a 5 cm. circular aper-

ture filled by a blackened T^eslie cube. Seen from the center of this

aperture, the bolometer occupied, then y^ — 0-0000484 of the hemi-

sphere, and would have received this fraction of the total radiation, ex-

cept that being placed exactly oj)i)osite the radiating surface, more than

the mean radiation fell on it in a proportion which calculation shows to

be a))Out h The fraction of the total radiation which it actually received,

then, was 0-0000645 {c).

Accordingly the total radiation would have caused a deflection

A = 5300000 divisions.
c

The surface of the cube was at a temperature of 99° Cent., and was

limited by the diaphragm to an area of 196 sq. cm. (d.). The total ra-

diation from one centimeter, then, would have caused a deflection of
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—^ = 270400 div. The temperature of the bolometer, which was that of

the apartment, was 20° C. According to Dulong and Petit's law, the

radiation from such a surface at 99° C. to one at 20° C, would be 111 cal.

per minute (e), which does not greatly differ from our own independent
min.

determinations, and for lO'""- = 0-167 (/) (the time of the galvanometer

swing) it equals 6-185 (ef). Hence -^ = ^^^^t^ = 1462000 div. is the
caef 0-185

potentiality of work in 1 calorie, to be expressed in the swing of the
chI.

galvanometer needle, and 1 div. = 0-000000684.

2, The galvanometer received the fire-fly radiation through a lens

which occupied 0-00655 of a hemisphere, and would have transmitted

this fraction of the total heat, except for its position, which caused it to

transmit J more than the average, which is 0-00873 (g). The measured
dlT. 1

radiation from this fractional part gave 0-84 div. (h) and — — 96-2 div.

9
is the deflection which would be given by the total al)dominal emission,

or
cal.

96-2 X 0-000000684 = 0-0000658.

Since the luminous surface has an area of about I sq. cm., this corre-
cal.

sponds to a radiation of 0-00039 per sq. cm. of radiating surface in the

0-0004 ""'
time of the galvanometer needle's swing, or to— .— = 0-0024 per sq. cm.

per minute.

(Taking the water-equivalent of the b,ulb of an ordinary mercurial

thermometer 1 cm. in diameter at 0-25 we find

0-84 X -000000684 _ o°-0000023,
0-25 '

showing that if such a thermometer were placed in the position occupied

by the bolometer its rise during the time of the latter's exposure to the

radiation of the insect would be between two and tliree one-millionths

of a centigrade degree.)

Note, 1901.

These notes, added to the preceding article with the assistance of

Dr. H. C. Bolton, are simply intended to point out some of the princi-

pal additions to our knowledge of the subject which have appeared

during the last ten years ; and they make no pretension to be in any

sense a bibliography.

About one year after publication of the preceding paper Dr. William H.

Seaman, of Washington, wrote an article " On the Luminous Organs of

1
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Insects" (Proc. Am. Soc. Micros., 14th meeting), in which he claims

that the emission of light by these insects is connected with the process

of oxidation. He says: "In several species of luminous insects the

structure of the photogenic organs is specially adapted to secure the

most copious supply of air throughout the substance of the gland," and

he concludes that this peculiar structure is to enable the glands to pro-

duce light by the action of oxygen, the energetic princii)le of the air.

Lophin (C.^iHjgNJ exhibits this phenomenon at the low temperature of

10° C, in the presence of oxygen and alkalies.

The identity of the light from living beings and that from carbon

compounds has been established by spectroscopic observation. The
caustic alkali, which is incompatible with organic life, can be replaced

l)y cholin, neurin, and other bodies that are known constituents of living

beings.

The quantity of these materials required to produce light is very

small ; 1.82 grams of lophin dissolved in 25cc. strong alcoholic i)otash

gave light for 20 days throughout its entire mass.

The Russian experimenter extracted with ether from the bodies of

180 Pelagia noctiluca a thick yellow liquid that shone beautifully on

shaking with an alkali.

In 1893 Raphael Dubois,* whose monograph, " Les Elaterides lumi-

neux " (Bull. Soc. Zoolog., 1886) has been cited, published a paper re-

cording his observations on a myriapod from Algeria, Oi-ya barbarica

(C. R., cxvii, 184). He confirmed the statement of M. Gazagnaire, who
had observed (in May, 1888) that the phosphorescent substance is secreted

by these insects on the sternal and episternal plates as a yellowish

viscid liquid. The excretion is distinctly acid, a fact that disproves, he

says, the oxidation theory, and he gives to the substance the name
" luciferine."

Peter Schmidt, of St. Petersburg, published a paper in Russian " On
the luminosity of Midges," which was reproduced in 1895, in the Annals

and Magazine of Natural History (series 6, vol. 25, p. 133). Schmidt
divides luminous insects into two classes : A, those provided with special

luminous organs, and, B, those having luminous micro-organisms living

upon them. He places midges in the latter group.

In 1896 H. Muraoka examined lampyrid beetles collected in Kyoto,

Japan, and found they emitted both actinic and Rontgen rays ; he noted

reflection of the rays, but was unable to determine refraction, inter-

ference, and polarization. Muraoka found the entire body actinically

active, and to increase the light sprinkled the insects with water ; he also

observed that the dead beetles were luminous when kept moist and when
rubbed. (Wied. Ann. Phys., vol. 59, p. 773.)

* See also paper by Dubois on Physiological Light in Smithsonian Report for

1895.
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No attempt is here made at a complete bibliography, but the follow-

ing papers may be consulted by the reader :

C. Verhoeff ; Zur Biologie von Phosphcenus Jiemiplerus unci Verwandten. Verb. Ver,

Rheinland, 1894, 208.

W. L. Distant; (Luminosity of Fulgorid;e.) Trans. Entonaol. Soc. London, 1895,

429.

A. S.Packard; Pliosphorescence of Organs of Insects. J. N. Y. Entoniol. Society,

1896, 61.

R. Dubois ; Les leufs bmiineuses et leurs larves. Leyons de pbysiologie generales

et conip. xii, Paris, 1898, p. 301.

Besides these biologic sources of light, there have been discovered

several kinds of mineral matter possessing the extraordinary power of

emitting visible, actinic, and skiagra})hic ra^^s. Becquerel, in 1890, an-

nounced that all salts of uranium, whether fluorescent or not, yield

invisible radiations capable of discharging electrified bodies and of j)ro-

ducing skiagraj)hic images on photographic plates ; and this property

persisted even after long confinement in a double leaden box.

Two years later Mme. Sklodowska Curie, of Paris, having examined a

series of uranium minerals, found in pitchblende a substance emitting

Becquerel rays, so called, 4,000 times stronger than uranium compounds,

and named the element believed to be contained therein " polonium."

A few months later M. and Mme. Curie announced a second l)ody hav-

ing similar })roperties ; this they called " radium." Not long after, a

third element, " actinium," was added to the list. Radium, which is the

best known, is analogous to barium and accompanies it in chemical

reactions so closely that the two have not been satisfactorily separated.

I have, with Dr. H. C. Bolton, verified the fact that the rays given out

by small amounts of radium compounds not previously insolated yield,

under favoring circumstances, photographic transparencies very clear in

details ; they also exert chemical action, and they excite fluorescence in

barium-platino-cyanide screens even through plates of vulcanite, alu-

minium, etc., like Rontgen raj^s. These radio-active bodies have been

studied by ])hysicists and chemists for several years, but without suc-

cess, in isolating the elements or in demonstrating the true source of the

energy manifested.
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Plate II

PHOTOMETRIC CURVES?.

FOR EQUAL TOTAL AMOUNTS OF LIGHT.

A

—

S)in-li{lfif.

B—Firt'-Un liijiit.

Abscissae.—Wave Lengths.
Ordinates.—Luminous Intensities.

A. Sun-light Spectrmni.

B. Fire-fly Spectrum.
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Plate III

Pour Curves of Equal Areas, showing- one unit of heat displayed
successively in heat spectrum of Gas, Electric Arc, Sun and
Fire-Fly.

Abscissae. -Wave Lengths.
Ordinates. — Energy as Heat.
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